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Following are organisations, proposals and plans like the one proposed on EEPTPP.info.
Further research: Wiser, a directory of environmental initiatives was
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiser.org but is closed 2014 due to lack of funding.

Similar organisations
Citizens’ assemblies:
On-line:
https://www.unitedfor2030.org/citizensassembly2019 (closed, outcome not mentioned)
personal initiative:
https://www.nationstates.net/page=un
world constitution:
https://www.world-assembly.com/
Cosmocracy, world government (various institutions)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_government
Digital platforms for deliberative democracy e.g. CONSUL
https://netdem.nl
Wikimedia (see also Wikimedia in the ‘similar platforms’ document):
The wikimedians for sustainable development wants “[…] work on all topics related to sustainable
development, including in particular the United Nations Sustainable Development […].” See:
https://meta.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedians_for_Sustainable_Development
Entries are accessible from
https://discuss-space.wmflabs.org/t/easy-entry-point-for-environmentally-aware-people/2979/8
Not applicable: The wikimedia Sustainability Initiative
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Sustainability_Initiative which focuses on making Wikimedia

run on renewable energy, using more efficient program code, remote access to meetings, and so
on.
Commons: P2P foundation.
https://p2pfoundation.net/the-p2p-foundation/about-the-p2p-foundation
Appropedia: runs wikimedia for technical approaches to environmental crises. Emilio Velis
emilio.velis@appropedia.org on 12 aug 2020: Appropedia was planning to add cause-effect
categories.

Similar proposals
Dryzek, J.S., Bächtiger, A. and Milewicz, K. (jan. 2011) Towards a deliberative global citizens'
assembly. Global Policy 2 (1).
https://globalchallenges.org/library-entries/towards-a-global-citizens-assembly/
United Nations Parliamentary Assembly (UNPA)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Parliamentary_Assembly
Advocates of a UNPA, where ‘P’ is parliament, not people, as in the following address:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citizens_for_a_United_Nations_People%27s_Assembly
Cosmopolitanism https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmopolitanism
Democratic globalization https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democratic_globalization Note 8: Abhay
Kumar ("The mass availability of internet-connected mobile phones paves the way for planetary
consciousness and global democracy").
See also proposals for cosmocracy above.

Climate Emergency Plans and Declaration Templates
Europe:
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2019-0078_EN.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-8-2019-0217_EN.pdf
Australia petition for a climate emergency plan/declaration also listing other countries:
https://climateemergencydeclaration.org/groups/
For example, Darebin climate emergency plan (note: carbon neutral by 2020)
https://www.yoursaydarebin.com.au/climateaction
Cornwell
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/environment-and-planning/climate-emergency/
and so on.
Club of Rome climate emergency plan
https://www.clubofrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/COR_Climate_Emergency_Plan.pdf

Template for a climate declaration (not a plan)
https://www.theclimatemobilization.org/climate-emergency-templates
https://www.theclimatemobilization.org/climate-emergency-resolution
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